Twenty-eight years ago, Oregon lawyers launched the Campaign for Equal Justice’s first annual fund drive to support Oregon’s civil legal aid programs. Since then, the legal community has contributed more than $28 million to the annual fund drive, plus more than $1 million to CEJ’s endowment fund.

In Oregon, we believe in justice for all, not just for those who can afford it. Legal aid provides fairness for all in the justice system, regardless of economic status. It helps people to protect their livelihoods, health, safety, and families.

Providing legal services to Oregon’s most vulnerable citizens can be a complex puzzle. The Campaign plays a key role in bringing legal aid staff, other members of the bar and legal community, pro bono volunteers, clients, elected officials, the courts, and other community partners together. Each has a role to play in solving this puzzle.

Ensuring access to justice is a proud tradition in the Oregon legal profession and an important part of our professional responsibility. Our community rose to meet the challenge this year, with almost 250 volunteers helping to raise nearly $1.4 million from 2,800 donors.

This year, we reached out to Oregon’s foundations to support legal aid; worked to increase state and federal funding for legal aid; and educated lawyers and the community about the tremendous unmet legal needs of the poor. On top of this, Oregon lawyer volunteers have worked with legal aid on over 3,600 pro bono cases.

The 2019-20 annual fund drive kicks off this September. Let’s connect with each other to make this the best year ever! Together, we are legal aid.

I am legal aid because I believe in small acts making a big difference. From Skyping for 30 minutes with rural legal aid clients, to making sure we invest IOLTA funds AND our own money in Leadership Banks and Credit Unions, to encouraging investments in efforts that advance marginalized communities, we can make our campaign for equal justice a reality.

– Elisa Dozono, Miller Nash Graham and Dunn

At its core, law is a helping profession. In our society, lawyers are uniquely positioned to empower people. Representing pro bono clients helps to empower those who are most disempowered. It is a way of ensuring that a person’s pocket book alone does not determine how his or her life journey unfolds and that the court system provides access to justice for all. Tangible results aside, pro bono matters are always a “win.” You give your time, energy, and attention to someone who desperately needs it but cannot afford to pay for it. The gift is reciprocal; it probably feels even better to give than to receive. It makes me feel that I am making a difference in someone’s life.

– Joshua Stadtler, Dunn Carney

Your efforts and actions have been such a gift to me. I am touched beyond words at the extreme amount of helpfulness you have portrayed in my case. You all have shown me such levels of caring. I can’t possibly thank you for all you have done. I am humbled and grateful.

With Kindest Regards,
Kathy
from her thank you note to her legal aid attorney

I started working with Lane County Legal Aid and Advocacy Center as a clerk the summer of my first year of law school. I saw how valuable the services that the attorneys provided were to the clients. I knew right away that the legal aid community of attorneys was the right place for me. The attorneys I worked with then and the attorneys I work with now are deeply committed to ensuring that low-income Oregonians facing the most dire circumstances receive high quality legal services. I am proud to be a member of this organization.

– Guillermo Ramos, Legal Aid Services of Oregon

I am legal aid because I believe in small acts making a big difference. From Skyping for 30 minutes with rural legal aid clients, to making sure we invest IOLTA funds AND our own money in Leadership Banks and Credit Unions, to encouraging investments in efforts that advance marginalized communities, we can make our campaign for equal justice a reality.

– Elisa Dozono, Miller Nash Graham and Dunn

Top Left: Hon Mustafa Kasubhai, US District Court, and Dean Marcilynne Burke, University of Oregon School of Law, at the Lane County Luncheon.
Bottom Far Left: Howie Amett, Karnopp Petersen; Ed Hamden, Barran Liebman; Hon Greg Walden, US House of Representatives; Susan Grabe, Oregon State Bar; Maya Crawford Peacock, CEJ; Monica Goracke, Oregon Law Center; and Christine Costantino, OSB President, at ABA Lobby Day in Washington, DC.
Bottom Left: Hon Paula Kurshner; Gov Kate Brown; Gerry Gaydos, Gaydos Churnside Balthrop, at CEJ’s Champion Donor Event.
2018 Visionaries, Benefactors, and Champions

VISIONARIES
Individual Contributors of $5,000 and above
Anonymous
Jeffrey M Batchelor
Larry A Brissbee
Ed & Sara Clay Goodman
Janie Haas
Sandra A Handberg & David Barr
Edwin A Hamden
William Neukom
J Randolph Schrack
Hon Gregory F & Dale H Silver
N Robert & Barre Stoll
Roslyn Lipton Tucker
Ray W Tucker

Katherine A McDowell
Hon Jean Kerr Maurer
Kenneth Lerner
Benjamin Leedy
Debra Fee Jing Lee & Peter Sage
Margaret B Kushner
Hon Theodore Kulongoski
Ethan D Knight
Elizabeth C Knight
Keith A Ketterling
Matthew H Kehoe
Thomas & Cyndy Hillier
Cynda Herbold
Charlie & Elaine Harris
Michael E Haglund
S Ward Greene
Douglas S Green
Sara N Gray
Sara L Gabin
Lorey H Freeman
Margo S Fowler
Lori E Freeman
Sara L Gabin
John C Gottland

Mary J Oberst
Milo E Omsthe
Yoona Park
Jocelyn Claire Pease
Amy Joseph Pedersen
Guy A Randles
Joe B & Marian Richards
Peter C Richter
Joshua & Rachael Karlinsky Ross
Suzanne Rowe & Mark Corely
Kurt W Ruttem
Andrew M Schpak
Robert A Shlachter
Vicki L Smith
Thomas W & Becky Sonntag
David F Sugerman
Diane S Sykes
Charles S Tauman
Nancy S Tauman
Brady F Tekam
Andrew M Thompson
Valerie Athena Tomasi
Thomas H Tongue
John H VanLlandingham, IV
Mark R Wadie
Jennifer L & Lee Wagner
Hon Martha Lee Walters
Hon L Randall Weisberg
Hon Merri Southern Wyatt
Ira Zaro

J Matthew Donohue
Michael & Cheryl Dotten
John J Dunbar
William G Earle
Jeffrey M Edelson
Barnes H Ellis
Michael J Esler
Kathleen A Evans
Linda K Eymen
William P Ferranti
Valerie Fisher
Denise G Fjorder
Brien Joseph Flanagan
Margo S Fowler
Lorey F Freeman
Sara L Gabin
John C Gottland
Linda Jean Gast
Gerry Gaydos
William A Gaylord
Hon Timothy C Gering
Michael B Goldstein
Corbett Gordon
Eric A Grasberger
Hon Erika L Hadlock
Douglas D Hagen
Kelsey & Jimmy Heilman
Sara Christina Heskett
Christopher K Heuer
Audrina M Hinkman
Robert B Hopkins
Charles F Hudson
Richard C Hunt
Hon Mary & Art James
Sarah E Jelsema
Dexter A Johnson
Drew L Johnson
Nicholas A Kampsar

Lisa A Kaner
Albert N Kennedy
Bill & Susan Kirtley
Kimberley J Kitzmiller
Glen Klein
James L Kroil
Anthony D Kuchulis
Hon Paula J Kurkshen
Wayne D Landvert
Thomas M Landry
Frank V Langlitt, II
Elizabeth Morley Large
Shayda Zaepoor Le
Stephanie & Sara Ledoux
Andrew Lee
Rosalind M Lee
Rodney E Lewis, Jr
Richard F Liebman
Todd Likens
Eric B & Hollie Lindauer
Mark A Long
Adam Lowrey
David R Ludwig
Myra Lukens
Molly K Marcum
David B Markowitz
Christine B Mason
Michael & Christy Mason
John P McGory, Jr
Warren W McIntosh, Jr
William D Miner
Todd A Mitchell
Janice R Morgan
Hon Lynn R Nakamoto
William F Nessely, Jr
Robert D Newell
Carol Noonan
James B Northrop

Ingolf Noto
Margaret Hill Noto
Kathryn Olney
Chanel O'Neill
Hon Daniele Ortega
Turlt L Owen
Douglas S Parker
Charles P A Paulson
Jane Paulson
Thomas C Peache
Alan C Perkins
Marc D Perrin
Gillian Phillips
Joseph E Pucci
Stephen V Pucci
Lisa F Racner
Sean Patrick Ray
Traci Renee Ray
Hon David F Rees
LeRoy F Rees
Martha L Rice
C Kent Roberts
Jeffrey G Robertson
Joan Robinson
Elden M & Marjonee Rosenthal
Renée E Rothauge
Thomas C Sand
Jeffrey D Sapiro
Louis D Savage
Jordan R Schoonover
Hon David Schuman
Harold B Scoggins, III
Penny H Serrurier
Peter L Serrurier
Kerry J Shepherd
Franceschet Shetterly
Lane P Shetterly

Charmion B Shiley
Andrew U Shull
Michael R Silvey
Derek D Simmons
Hon Ann Marie Simmons
Patrick J Simpson
Joan P Snyder
Anna Sortun
Darsey Staley
Michael R Stebbins
John W Stephens
C Robert Sterling
Kristin H Sterling
Karen Stolberg
Trisha Thompson
Bernie Thurber & Jerrynell Ness
Iris Tilley
Alexander M Tinker
Donald & Cynthia Trestdad
Vanessa L Tripple
Wm Randolph Turnbow
Evans W Van Buren, Jr
E Walter Van Valkenburg
Mary K VanderWiele
David Wade
James C Waggoner
Stephen & Mawtise Walters
Peter A Werner
Jeffrey B & Deborah Westol
Steven M Wilker
Michael C Willes
Charles R Williamson
JASON Edward Wolfe
Hon Robert Wolffheim
Zachary WL Wright
Sen Ron L Wyden

BENEFACTORS
Individual Contributors of $2,000 to $4,999
Richard D Adams
Ann & Rob Armstrong
Amanda J Austin
Kathleen Beaufait
Steven C Berman
Gary M Berne
Carmen M Caizcarotta
Thomas Chow
William L Clydesdale
Ryan W Collier
Randy & Robin Compton
Mark B Comstock
Wendy Lewis Comstock
Jeffrey G Condit
Timothy J Conway
Charles E Corrigan
Sarah J Crooks
Andrew Davis
Theresa K Debeibe
Timothy S Dejong
Susan F Drake
Keith S Dubanevich
Lea Ann Easton
Amy Edwards
Ed & Sue Einowski
David A Ernst
Morris J Galen
Kirk H Gibson
Peter H Glade
Sara N Gray
Douglas S Green
S Ward Greene
Ronald L Greenman
Michael E Haglund
Charlie & Elaine Harris
Christine L Hein
James K Hein
Cynthia Herbold
Henry H Hewitt
Thomas & Cindy Hillier
Matthew H Kehoe
Keith A Ketterling
Elizabeth C Knight
Ethan D Knight
Hon Theodore Kulogoloski
Margaret B Kushner
Hon Erin C Lagesen
Steve D Larson
Debra Fee Jing Lee & Peter Sage
Benjamin Leedy
Justin D Leonord
Kenneth Lerner
David A Lorting
Jesse D Lyon
Julia Elizabeth Markley
Hon Jean Kerr Maurer
Katherine A McDowell
Erich W Merrill Jr & Laura B Merrill
John Cossay Mills
Keith M Mueller
Steven L Naito
Darcy Michele Norville
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Justice Circle Donors

The Justice Circle was created in 2017 as an ongoing, automatic, monthly donation program that helps to sustain legal aid. We thank our monthly Justice circle donors:

- Adell Armos
- James A. Armeson
- Daniel A Blaufuss
- Eden Rose Brown
- Melinda L Bruce
- Nora E Coon
- Susan R Cournoyer
- Kent Crawford
- Maya R & Margaret Crawford
- Peacock
- Kieran John Curley
- Veronica Digman-McNassar
- Hon Matthew Donohue
- Debby Dorby
- Margaret Y Gander-Vo
- John C Gerhard, IV
- Jacob S Gill
- Denise Nicole Gorrell
- Mary Lou Haas
- Tiffany R Hamilton
- Emily Heilbrun
- Jake Hogue
- Amber A Holister
- Thomas M Horgan
- Lucinda Delph Jackson
- Tom Kranovich
- David A Landrum
- Jennifer S Lloyd
- Jennifer M Geiger Longman
- Hon Valerie L Love
- Ian David Macleod
- Sara J Mangam
- Kimberley Mansfield
- Aruna A Masih
- Maureen McGee
- Sarah Susannah Miller
- Rebecca L Morgan & Daniel Rufener
- Stephen W Morgan
- Elizabeth Newcomb
- Shari C & Taste Nilsson
- Jessica D Osborne
- Kelci Paiva
- J Adam Peterson
- Cecil A Reniche-Smith
- Jane Ribadeneyra
- Hon Beth L Roberts
- Joan Robinson
- Jeremy S Rogers
- Hon David Schuman
- Hon Gregory F & Dale H Silver
- Adrian Tokin Smith
- Brent H Smith
- Lauren A Sommers
- Kristin H Sterling
- David Sternesky
- Trisha Thompson
- Donald & Cynthia Treistad
- Hon Debra K Vogt
- Richard L Williams
- Hon Robert Wolfhein
- Jennifer L Woodhouse
- Kenneth A Wright
- David Sternesky, Maya Crawford Peacock, and Shari Nilsson, all of CEJ; Gov Kate Brown; Lois Smith, CEJ; and Margaret Crawford Peacock at CEJ’s Champion Donor event.

And the Award Goes To...

The Justice Cup and Equity Cup capture the spirit of Oregon lawyers supporting equal justice for all Oregonians by encouraging a friendly competition in giving among all the regions of the state. The Justice Cup is awarded to the region in the state with the highest percentage of lawyers giving to the Campaign. The Equity Cup goes to the region with the best improvement in participation after meeting at least a 10% giving threshold.

When CEJ volunteers ask their fellow lawyers to donate to legal aid, it’s about much more than just the money. Our volunteers help promote increased awareness about the civil legal needs of low-income Oregonians, a greater understanding of the legal aid programs in every lawyer’s home region, and a sense of community around the importance of coming together as a profession to support justice for all.

How do the different regions across the state encourage participation? Committees hold monthly meetings and assign outreach efforts to each volunteer. County bar associations also chip in, making financial contributions and using their newsletters as a way to update people about legal aid and honor donors. Committees reach out to volunteers to draft and sign fundraising letters. It is an impressive and coordinated effort.

Both of our winning regions this year are located in Southern Oregon and fall under the umbrella of our Southern Oregon Steering Committee, which worked hard to spread awareness about the importance of legal aid. The community shows its pride each year at the Southern Oregon Luncheon, where over 100 supporters gather to raise funds for legal aid. This is a significant gathering for the region’s attorneys.

Jackson County is creating a dynasty, winning the Justice Cup for its sixth consecutive year. A formidable 36.4% of lawyers in the county donated to CEJ (the statewide average is around 20%). Jackson County also exceeded its fundraising goal by $1000. Dominic Campanella, Statewide Co-Chair and head of the Southern Oregon Steering Committee, stated, “We are proud of the culture of commitment to funding legal aid and protecting the rights of low-income neighbors that we have cultivated in Jackson County.”

The winner of the Equity Cup this year is the Grants Pass region, who not only increased their participation by almost 16% but also raised 7 times their fundraising goal! Rachele Selvig, a Southern Oregon Steering Committee member from Grants Pass, helped to motivate her fellow lawyers in Josephine County to get involved, and a generous matching grant from Janay Haas also inspired increased giving.

Lane County came in second place in the Justice Cup race, with just over 26% of lawyers giving. The Portland Region came in third place. Large firms and midsize firms in the Portland Region have high participation rates in the Campaign, with about 60% of lawyers in large firms and about 28% in midsize firms participating. It’s possible that a strong effort next year could see Portland taking either of the trophies.

For 28 years, the Campaign has helped to foster a community of people who care about the civil legal system and work together to make justice accessible to everyone, not just the few who can afford it. What can you do to help win the Justice Cup next year? Donate! Please encourage others to donate, too! Congratulations to our champions in Jackson County and Grants Pass!

To see the numbers for any region, check out the detailed standings on the CEJ’s website: https://cej-oregon.org/justice-cup/
Top Firm, Corporate, and Group Contributions 2018

| Portland Region Donors | $747,192 |
| Champion Donors | $565,734 |
| Portland Region Large Firm Donors | $383,635 |
| Members of Oregon Women Lawyers | $174,928 |
| CJ Advisory Committee Members | $144,477 |
| Portland Region Mid-Size Firm Donors | $142,470 |
| Portland Region Small Firm/Sole Practitioner Donors | $129,115 |
| Members of the Oregon Trial Lawyers Association | $93,724 |
| Lane County Donors | $92,699 |
| Marion-Polk Region Donors | $85,888 |
| Stoel Rives LLP | $83,706 |
| Tonkon Torp LLP | $59,949 |
| Hillsboro Region Donors | $55,316 |
| Members of the OJD Board of Governors and House of Delegates | $54,231 |
| Stoll Berne | $47,560 |
| Oregon State Bar and its Employees | $46,676 |
| CJ Board Members | $44,477 |
| Event Sponsors | $36,750 |
| Corporate Donors (includes corporate match; does not include event sponsorships) | $35,077 |
| Anonymous Donors | $34,371 |
| Schwabe Williamson & Wyatt | $32,000 |
| Rose E Tucker Charitable Trust | $30,794 |
| Lane Powell PC | $29,328 |
| Dunn Carney LLP | $29,328 |
| Miller Nash Graham & Dunn LLP | $29,133 |
| Central Oregon Region Donors | $27,760 |
| Barran Liebman LLP | $25,845 |
| Davis Wright Tremaine LLP | $25,845 |
| Oregon Law Foundation and its Employees | $23,250 |
| Markowitz Herbst PC | $22,108 |
| Employees of the Oregon Circuit Courts | $21,723 |
| Perkins Cole LLP | $21,715 |
| Employees of the Oregon Association of Legal Programs | $21,207 |
| Oregon State Bar Sections | $18,123 |
| Hersher Hunter LLP | $17,950 |
| Donor Advised Funds of the Oregon Community Foundation | $16,100 |
| Employees of the Oregon Office of Public Defense Services | $15,074 |
| Nike Inc and its Employees | $14,000 |
| Senior Judges | $13,050 |
| Luvaas Cobb | $12,800 |
| McCormack & Sinclair PC | $12,758 |
| Ater Wynne LLP | $12,140 |
| Casgrain Vergeer Kester LLP | $12,076 |
| Gaylord Chalmers & Balchrop PC | $11,720 |
| Farleigh Wada Pitts | $11,520 |
| Employees of the Department of Justice | $11,100 |
| Employees of the Oregon Court of Appeals | $10,681 |
| Gevurtz Menashe | $9,400 |
| Donor Advised Funds of Schwab Charitable | $8,400 |
| Multnomah Bar Association and its Employees | $8,363 |
| Grants Pass Region Donors | $7,589 |
| Columbia Bank | $7,250 |
| Holland & Knight LLP | $7,233 |
| Employees of the Oregon Supreme Court | $7,125 |
| Pio Guevarra Trust and its Employees | $6,764 |
| Hershner Peterson LLP | $6,470 |
| Precision Castparts and its Employees | $6,470 |
| Landye Bennett Blumenthal LLP | $5,180 |
| Bullivant Houser Bailey PC | $5,180 |
| Tomasi Saylor Martin | $5,085 |
| Employees of the University of Oregon School of Law | $5,050 |
| Pickett Dummigan McCall LLP | $5,025 |
| Larkins Vacara Kayser LLP | $5,018 |
| Price Amsden LLP | $5,060 |
| adidas | $4,965 |
| Gaylord Eyemian Bradley PC | $4,965 |
| Holst Strum Dean & Walker LLP | $4,965 |
| Paulson Coletti Trial Attorneys PC | $4,965 |
| Ring Bender LLP | $4,965 |
| Garvey Schubert Barer | $4,965 |
| Karnopp Peterson LLP | $4,965 |
| Sussman Shain LLP | $4,965 |
| Coos Bay Region Donors | $4,965 |
| Donor Advised Funds of Fidelity Charitable | $4,965 |
| Donor Advised Funds of Vanguard Charitable | $4,965 |
| Samuels Yoelin Kantor LLP | $4,965 |
| Portland General Electric and its Employees | $4,965 |
| Harrington Long Gary Rudnick PC | $4,965 |
| Shetty Inc | $4,965 |
| Davis Rothwell Earl & Chiuchita PC | $4,965 |
| Intel Corporation and its Employees | $4,965 |
| Keel Alterman & Runstein LLP | $4,965 |
| Keating Jones Hughes PC | $4,965 |
| Employees of the US Attorney's Office | $4,965 |
| Fehrman Deatherage Jamieson | $4,965 |
| Moore Armson and McGovern PC | $4,965 |
| Buchanan Angelil Atschull & Sullivan LLP | $4,965 |
| Bodyfelt Mount | $4,965 |
| Watsonson Land Rubenstein PC | $4,965 |
| Garrett Hennan Robertson PC | $4,965 |
| Seahfield Griggs PC | $4,965 |
| Marion County Bar Association | $4,965 |
| Professional Liability Fund and its Employees | $4,965 |
| Wyse Kardish LLP | $4,965 |
| Employees of the Oregon Office of Legislative Counsel | $4,965 |
| Dorsey & Eaton LLP | $4,965 |
| Lifield Mccall PC | $4,965 |
| Leonard Law Group | $4,965 |
| Employees of the Oregon Office of Administrative Hearings | $4,965 |
| Tarlton Naito & Summers LLP | $4,965 |
| Employees of Willamette University College of Law | $4,965 |
| Corin Law | $4,965 |
| Hutchinson Cox Coons Or & Sherheron PC | $4,965 |
| Heltzel Williams PC | $4,965 |
| Employees of SAIF Corporation | $4,965 |
| Cable Huston LLP | $4,965 |

NAPOLS

The Native American Program of Legal Aid Services of Oregon (NAPOLS) represents low-income tribes, Native organizations, and tribal members according to priorities set by the communities they serve. Some of these issues include tribal court enhancement, tribal sovereignty, organizational development, and access to opportunities and benefits such as public benefits, tribal enrollment, and expungement. Currently, NAPOLS is providing full-time support to the Burns Paiute Tribe and Tribal Court to update its Tribal Code and policies to enhance victim protection, provide law enforcement and court staff training, and assist the Tribe with ensuring the safety of its most vulnerable members. NAPOLS assists clients with estate planning, probate, trust land consolidation, and individual allotment management. NAPOLS is also partnering with the Central Oregon legal aid office and the law firm Karnopp Peterson on a pro bono project where Karnopp Peterson attorneys provide pro bono civil representation to members of the Warm Springs Tribe.
Volunteers

Joanna T Perini-Abbott
Richard D Adams
Scott J Aldworth
Shannon Amrine
Kelly L Andersen
Karen E Anderson
Shane J Aulholz
Nani Apo
Hon Rex Armstrong
Howard G Arnett
Hon Wells B Ashley
Hon Thomas A Balmer
Nellie Q Barnard
Tyler J Bellis
Danielle Benderly
R Brent Bessell
Amber A Beyer
Hon Benjamin M Bloom
Marco A Boccatto
Mark R Bocci
Thomas Bode
Hon Allison R Boomer
Larry A Brisbee
Gov Kate Brown
Adrian Lee Brown
Noam Amir-Brownstein
Gavin W Bruce
Dean Marclynn Burke
Laura C Caldera
Dominic M Campanella
Barry P Caplan
Jeff J Carter
Matthew Casey
Melissa E Chapman
Edward Choi
Bryan K Churchill
John C Clarke
Mary Kate Clason
Erica A Clausen
G Valerie Colas
Ryan W Collier
Nicole Rachael Commissiong
Charles E Corrigan
Christine R Costantino
Laurie E Craighead
Tim Cunningham
Beth Cupani
Nadia Dahab
Eric T Dahlin
Erin N Dawson
Katherine N Denning
Robert David Deoelkel
Kristin Schuel Downes
Elisa J Dozono
John B Dubrey
Jeffrey M Edelson
Amy Edwards
Paul R Ehrlich
Nicole Elgin
Allen E Erat
Kathleen A Evans
Berit L Everhart
Erie A Fernerty
Brien Joseph Flanagan
Eric R Foster
Emily Teplin Fox
James Andrew Gardner
Gerry Gaydos
Hon Timothy C Gerkink
Rima I Ghanbour
Kristie L Gibson
Chelsea Glynn
Dmitry S Golosinskiy
Monica A Goracke
Denise Nicole Gorrell
Beatrice N Grace
Stephanie Jo Grant
Ronald L Greenman
Ari D Halpern
Sandy Hansberger
Edwin A Hardeen
Holly C Hayman
Melissa Healy
Kelsey Heinman
Christine L Hein
Erika Ann Hente
Sara Christina Heskett
R Ray Hessey
Audrey B Hirsch
Amber Hollister
Molly Kitchel Honore
Hans N Huggler
Rachel Marx Hungerford
Colin H Hunter
Thomas Raymond Rask, III
Frank V Langlitt, III
Michelle Vlach-Ing
Rebecca Ann Ivanoff
Hon Mary Mertens James
Gina Anne Johnnie
Adrian John Johnson
Edward Johnson
Todd R Johnston
Casie K Jones
William H Kabelesman
Nicholas A Kampara
Hon Mustafa T Kasubhai
Matthew H Kelhoe
Daniel L Keppler
Tyler J Kilmeen
Elizabeth C Knight
Sara Kobak
Hilary K Krane
Tom Kranovich
Jason Kropf
Brad Krucicka
Kevin T Laflay
Hon Erin C Lagesen
Elizabeth E Lampson
Wayne D Landsverk
Jorge Lara
Shayda Zeerpoor Le
Debra FJ Lee
Michael D Levelle
David J Linhorst
Matthew D Longtin
Brena Moyer Lopez
Scott C Lucas
Angela M Franco Lucero
Gerald Lux
Deborah R Lush
Janice L Mackey
Andrea K Malone
Julia Manoela
Molly K Marcum
Jeremy A Markiewicz
Julia Elizabeth Markley
Debra Cohen Marynov
Michael D Mason
Martti McCaustland
Paul F McClay
Kara McDaniel
Maureen McGee
Jeana M McGlasson
Janna M Giesbrecht-McKee
R Everett Meadows
Tara Kaylene Millan
Todd A Mitchell
Jacqueline Tokiko Mitchson
Eric B Mitton
Jason Nuñez-Mooney
Kristin L Bremer Moore
Nathan Robert Morales
Stephen W Morgan
Janice R Morgan
Keil M Mueller
Kirsten M Naito
Hon Lynn R Nakamoto
Mitàn M Naucler
Hon Adrienne C Nelson
Alice Sayers Newlin
Karl Nilsson
Linea Nilsen
Casey M Nokes
Kelly D Noor
Vanessa A Nordsyte
Darcy Michele Norville
James D O'Donnell
Clint L Ohborn
Kathryn Onley
Jessica D Osborne
Stephanie M Palmblad
Jane Paulson
Thomas C Peachey
Margaret Crawford Peacock
J Adam Peterson
Amy Potter
Travis S Prestwich
Holly R Puckett
John Cathcart Rake
Lian JH Reeves
Daniel D Reynolds
Shayna M Rogers
Michele Buck-Romero
Melanie E Rose
David M Rosen
Hopi Costello Ruplin
Marta Antonia Samuelson
James Sandman
Daniel P Santos
Christine Elizabeth Sargent
Justin C Sawyer
Jessica A Schuch
Rachele R Schijf
Charmian B Shieby
Hon Kamala H Shugar
Andrew U Shull
Dale Siler
Hon Gregory F Silver
Michael J Sirtori
Emily Brown-Sitnick
Shannon Durley Snow
Samantha Sundag
Thomas Sundag
Richard G Spier
Dana L Sullivan
Ashley M Sundar
Matthew M Sweeney
Shane P Swilley
Diane S Sylves
Andrew E Telteman
Andrew H Thompson
Valerie Athena Tomasi
Heather J Turk
Julie R Vacura
Angelica R Vega
Kimberlee M Petrie Volm
Mark R Wada
David Wade
Joseph S Walsh
Hon Martha Lee Walters
Gabriel Matthew Weaver
Heather L Weigler
Marie A Westkopf
Peter A Werner
Simone Whang
Amanda Van Wieren
Ross M Williamson
Alicia Marie Wilson
Theresa L (Terry) Wright
Ira Zarov

Farmworker Programs

Oregon’s farmworker programs represent migrant and seasonal agricultural workers according to priorities set by these communities. These issues include bringing home earned wages, improving conditions of shelter for families, preventing pesticide exposure, ensuring clean drinking water at worksites, and addressing discrimination against workers injured on the job or who become pregnant while employed. Staff members also work with other nonprofit organizations and agencies to improve the lives of workers statewide.

Hillsboro OLC Farmworker Office. Julie Samples, Sara Mangian, Camila Cossio, Valentin Sanchez
Hillsboro LASO Farmworker Office. Anna Taverna-Weller, Daniel Voss-Ibbera, Brenda Bradley
Hillsboro OLC Farmworker Office. Mark Wilk, Veronica Digman
McNassar, Marcelina Vega Martinez, Shannon Garcia, Enrique Santos
Woodburn OLC Farmworker Office. Paloma Dale, Olga Bautista, Claudia Roldan, and Laurie Hoefler
Woodburn LASO Farmworker Office. Paloma Dale, Olga Bautista, Claudia Roldan, and Laurie Hoefler

Nearly 250 lawyers and judges volunteered to help with the annual fund drive and the Campaign’s education and outreach efforts to stabilize state and federal funding. Thank you to our volunteers for their deep commitment to supporting civil legal aid. Legal aid and the CJF also extend their gratitude to lawyers who have provided pro bono services through legal aid’s many pro bono programs, providing 6346 hours of free legal assistance. We acknowledge their essential support throughout the state.

Michelle Vlach-Ing; and Stephanie Palmblad and Ryan Collier, Collier Law, at the Marion-Polk Luncheon.
We extend a special thank you to Oregon law firms* who gave generously this year:

Guardians of Justice
Firms/Organizations of two or more attorneys that averaged $1,000 or more per attorney

- Alterman Law Group PC
- Barran Liebman LLP
- Esler Stephens & Buckley LLP
- Gaydos Churnside & Balthrop PC

- Gaylord Eyerman Bradley PC
- Luvaas Cobb
- McDowell Rackner Gibson PC
- Paulson Coletti Trial Attorneys PC

- Peachey Davies Myers & Dunn PC
- Piucci Law
- Ring Bender LLP
- Rogue Law Firm PC

- Shetterly Irick & Ozias
- Stoll Berne
law firms* who gave generously this year:

*Firms with two or more lawyers

Defenders of Justice
Firms/Organizations of two or more attorneys that averaged $500 or more per attorney

- Ater Wynne LLP
- Brophy Schmor LLP
- Collier Law
- The Corson & Johnson Law Firm
- Crispin Employment Law
- Dorsay & Easton LLP
- Dunn Carney LLP
- Evans Batlan Getchell LLC
- Farleigh Wada Witt
- Gillaspy & Rhode PLLC
- Hersner Hunter LLP
- Hobbs Straus Dean & Walker LLP
- Drew L Johnson PC
- Lane Powell
- Leonard Law Group LLC
- Markowitz Herbold
- Pickett Dummigan McCall LLP
- Precision Castparts Legal Department
- Rose Senders & Bovarnick LLC
- Stebbins & Coffey
- Stoel Rives LLP
- Tarlow Naito & Summers LLP
- Tomasi Salyer Martin
- Tonkon Torp LLP

Justice Council
Firms/Organizations of two or more attorneys that averaged $301 or more per attorney

- Bodyfelt Mount
- Buchanan Angeli Altschul & Sullivan LLP
- Center for NonProfit Legal Services
- Cosgrave Vergeer Kester LLP
- Donahue Law Firm LLC
- Frohnmayer Deatherage Jamieson Moore
- Armosino & McGovern
- Gleaves Swearingen LLP
- Kranovich & Lucero LLC
- Larkins Vacura Kayser LLP
- Matthew D Longtin LLC
- Miller Nash Graham & Dunn LLP
- Justices, Lawyers, and Clerks of the Oregon Supreme Court
- Perkins Coie LLP
- Schwabe Williamson & Wyatt PC
- University of Oregon School of Law
- Williams Kastner Greene & Markley
The City of Albany has recently enacted an “enhanced exclusionary zone.” This zone penalizes individuals who have “persistent violations” within the zone, with increased fines and exclusion from the zone for a period up to one year. Many of the ordinance violations considered to be persistent violations are those commonly attributed to the homeless population. The exclusionary zone encompasses most of the community resources used by the homeless, making it difficult for them to access services without facing additional violations. Some of these services include free meals at churches, substance abuse support centers, and legal aid offices. The exclusionary zone raises serious concerns about penalizing individuals for their status of being homeless. The Albany Regional Office is working with the homeless population to find out how the zone is being enforced and to defend their right to receive services.

Central Oregon Service Area

Counties: Crook, Deschutes, and Jefferson Square Miles: 44,419
Poverty Population: 40,908

The Central Oregon region continues to feel the impact of the lack of available and affordable housing. Consequently, the Regional Office assists low-income clients with a variety of housing-related issues including substandard housing and tenant rights. They also assist clients living in mobile home parks with issues of discrimination, unlawful fee assessments, and retaliation by landlords. A family law legal clinic has been established that serves clients referred by Saving Grace (the local domestic violence resource agency) and other survivors of domestic violence. The clinic expands services to victims needing assistance with family law cases by providing one-hour appointments twice per month.

Individuals, Law Firms, Businesses & Organizations by Service Area

- Visionary (donations of $5,000 and above)
- Benefactor (donations of $2,000 to $4,999)
- Champion (donations of $1,000 to $1,999)
- Advocate (donations of $500 to $999)
- Sustainer (donations of $301 to $499)
- Guardian of Justice Firm (2+ attorney firms donating $1000+ per capita)
- Defender of Justice Firm (2+ attorney firms donating $500+ per capita)
- Justice Council Firm (2+ attorney firms donating $301+ per capita)
Central Oregon Luncheon

- About 80 lawyers attended, and this year there were 10 table captains organized by the Steering Committee.
- CEJ Statewide Co-Chair Ari Halpern emceed the event, and Andrea Malone, Regional Director of Legal Aid Services of Oregon’s Central Oregon Office, highlighted the critical case her office is currently working on.
- Presiding Judge Wells Ashby delivered keynote remarks, stating that, “the law is a language and lawyers are the interpreters.” He encouraged all lawyers to do their part to increase access to justice.
- Central Oregon lawyers contributed nearly $28,000.

Clackamas County
See also: Portland Regional Service Area

The Portland Regional Office serves clients extensively in Clackamas County. The Clackamas County Bar partners with legal aid on an expungement clinic to help remove barriers to housing and employment. A legal aid attorney is available part-time at “A Safe Place,” a family justice center located in Oregon City where victims of domestic violence can find comprehensive services.
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Sonya Brumbaugh, Jill Mallory, and Rebecca Morgan, all of LAGO’s Portland Regional Office, serve clients in Clackamas County.
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Tom Kranovich, Kranovich & Lucero, and Nick Kampars, Davis Wright Tremaine, at CEJ’s Advisory Committee Meeting.

Ben Lavine; and Noam Amir-Brownstein, Vial Fotheringham, at CEJ’s Champion Donor Event.
The Hillsboro Regional Office completed its priority-setting retreat at the end of March and has narrowed its focus to legal issues faced by the most vulnerable populations in their service area. These issues include domestic violence, lack of affordable housing, and homelessness. The office is also receiving grant funding from the Washington County District Attorney's office to assist victims of crime to address their civil legal needs. In April, the Washington County Family Justice Center (a collaboration of agencies dedicated to providing support, services, and hopes to domestic violence survivors) wrapped up its first year of service and the Hillsboro office continues to spend two days a week at the Center, providing legal assistance and advice.

As in other parts of the state, the lack of available, affordable housing continues to be a serious problem in Lane County. The office has seen an increase in clients who were able to get housing in the past but who are now unable to do so. This is especially the case for clients with prior evictions, poor credit, criminal histories, or bad references. Clients who do have Section 8 vouchers are not able to find housing because of the short supply and rental prices that exceed the limits for the program. In fact, the wait list for Section 8 housing is closed for two years! The Lane County office has also been working with clients on safety and habitability issues in mobile home parks, and has done extensive community education and outreach about housing rights.


Gerald Lunn; Jessie Neilon, Sandra Alvarez, Celeste Mora, Maria Sias, Griselda Castro, Katie Freimuth, Michael Pijanowski, Trena Kloke, Heather Kemper, Ellen Johnson, Rachel Johnson, Kathryn McNeill, and Caleb Mannen.
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Lane County Luncheon

- The Steering Committee recruited 20 table captains this year, who in turn invited 175 members of the legal community to join them for lunch and to learn about legal aid in their community. Ross Williamson and Todd Johnston once again emceed the event.

- Erika Hente, the Regional Director of the Lane County Legal Aid Oregon Law Center Office, gave an update about the work her office is doing. This includes helping disabled and vulnerable Oregonians facing cuts in their home care hours and advocating for local policies that increase the supply of affordable housing and provide support for individuals transitioning out of homelessness.

- Dean Marci Lynn Burke of the University of Oregon School of Law spoke about how, “to those who cannot afford an advocate or do not have a pathway available to them for finding justice, the legal system can be particularly complex, frustrating, and devastating.” She explained her role and the law school’s role in preparing law students to help build the bridge to justice and challenged us all to take more seriously the notion that we are legal aid.

- Lane County lawyers contributed nearly $93,000 to CEJ this year!
Lincoln County

County: Lincoln
Square Miles: 922
Poverty Population: 11,679

Affordable housing and matters affecting those who are homeless continue to be critical issues in Lincoln County given the almost non-existent vacancy rate of rental housing. The Lincoln County legal aid office participates in a monthly meeting of nonprofit organizations, service providers, and government officials to cooperatively address these issues. Regional Director Blair Bobier was appointed by the Newport City Council to serve on its Task Force on Homelessness. The office received a $5,000 grant from the Legal Services Corporation and Equal Justice Works to hire a law student to work as a fellow for the summer. They hired Joseph Baxter from Lewis & Clark Law School, who will focus on affordable housing, tenant rights, and issues affecting the homeless community.

Marion-Polk Service Area

Counties: Marion and Polk
Square Miles: 1,925
Poverty Population: 85,280

US immigration policy changes have had a notable impact on the Marion-Polk region’s immigrant communities. These communities are less likely to go to court, access social services, or speak with a lawyer if their rights have been violated. Working with partners in the community, the Oregon Law Center is doing extensive outreach and education to encourage this underrepresented population to seek assistance. The office is also working with clients on unlawful evictions, substandard housing, and employment issues, as well as fielding a variety of immigration-related questions. They are collaborating with a local nonprofit, Mano a Mano, to interview clients at this nonprofit’s office, making it easier for the immigrant community to have a safe location to meet with staff, and to help the office better understand their legal needs. The Legal Aid Services of Oregon office has been working with clients on housing-related issues due to the lack of available, affordable, and habitable housing; and has noted a visible increase in the number of homeless people living in downtown Salem.
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Marion-Polk Luncheon

- About 250 lawyers and judges attended this year’s luncheon, with 30 table captains recruited by the Steering Committee. Immediate Past OSB President Vanessa Nordyke emceed the event.
- Salem Oregon Law Center Regional Director Jorge Lara spoke about the issues affecting clients in the Marion-Polk community. One of the largest issues is housing, so the office is focusing on prioritizing preservation of existing housing, working toward the alleviation of discrimination in housing, addressing habitability issues, working on foreclosure relief, and addressing issues related to homelessness.
- Supreme Court Justice Adrienne Nelson spoke at the event, stating that justice for all is a right, not a privilege, and that Oregon lawyers who care about the rule of law can make a difference by supporting legal aid.
- Marion-Polk County lawyers raised almost $86,000 in support of legal aid.
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Polk Luncheon.

Far Left: Shannon Garcia, Oregon Law Center; Diane Nguyen, Oregon Department of Justice; Justine Bonner and Michael Beilstein, Oregon Court of Appeals; and Andi Pia, Oregon Department of Justice, at the Marion-Polk Luncheon.
Left: Vanessa Nordyke, Oregon Department of Justice; Monica Goracke, Oregon Law Center; Thomas Stensson, Disability Rights Oregon; and Valerie Colas, Office of Public Defense Services, at the Marion-Polk Luncheon.

Far Left: Haley Percell, Andrea Schiers, and Jennifer Nancarrow, Oregon School Boards Association, at the Marion-Polk Luncheon.
Left: Hon Audrey Broyles, Hon Mary James, and Hon Claudia Burton, Marion County Circuit Court, at the Marion-Polk Luncheon.

Far Left: Kathleen Evans, Evan Battin Getchell, and Hon Douglas Tooley and Hon Scott Schor, Oregon Court of Appeals, at the Marion-Polk Luncheon.
Left: Hon Adrienne Nelson, Oregon Supreme Court, and Michelle Viaching at the Marion-Polk Luncheon.
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Poverty Population: 14,682
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The Ontario office continues its work to educate people who have immigration questions and concerns, and is working to protect vulnerable, low-income populations against exploitation in consumer matters. The office has also been involved in efforts to prevent domestic violence, sexual assault, and stalking, and receiving funds from a grant through the US Department of Justice Office on Violence Against Women. The three-year grant expires this year, but the office has applied to have it renewed so that it can continue work in this area. Paralegal Maria Romero is celebrating her 40th year with legal aid.
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The Portland Regional Offices of Legal Aid Services of Oregon and the Oregon Law Center continue to work on housing, habitability, and homelessness issues. Clients have been struggling with rising rents and no-cause evictions; however, those in Portland have benefitted from the city’s new tenant protection ordinance, which requires landlords to pay relocation assistance when issuing a no-cause eviction or increasing rent 10% or more in one year. With the passage of Senate Bill 608, legislation that provides new statewide renter protections, the offices also have a greater ability to assist clients in outlying areas, including rural counties. They have received requests for education and trainings regarding these new protections.

The offices are also providing presentations to clients on various legal topics and have established strategic partnerships with organizations including the Urban League, El Programa Hispano Catolico, the Fair Housing Council of Oregon, Don’t Shoot PDX, and VO2. Staff members provide support to clients through on-site consultations and representation on issues including employment, housing, discrimination, public benefits, domestic violence, family law, and consumer law matters.
Clara & Diego

Clara found legal aid after being severely injured by Rafe, her partner of 25 years. He came home drunk and destructive and flew into a rage when Clara finally said, “enough is enough.” Concerned neighbors called 911 and Clara was transported to the hospital with internal bleeding, a broken arm, and irreversible back and neck injuries. Legal aid helped Clara gain full custody of her young son, Diego, and resolve over $15,000 of misdirected medical bills. They also helped her assume the mortgage that Rafe refused to pay after he moved out but that she had been contributing to all along. After suffering at Rafe’s hands for decades, Clara credits her legal aid lawyer’s patience and skill for helping give her confidence, overcome fear, stand up for her rights, and regain safety.

Oregon is in the midst of an affordable housing crisis. There is not a single community in our state that has enough affordable housing for its citizens. Rents have risen much faster than income. A senior on a fixed income, for example, would have difficulty finding housing they could afford almost anywhere in the state. Oregon’s legal aid programs are part of the solution to this problem. Legal aid helps by:

- representing tenants and low-income clients facing foreclosure, to help them stay in their homes or get reasonable time to move to a new home;
- fighting housing discrimination;
- working with tenants and housing providers to help low-income people receive subsidized housing benefits;
- working with housing authorities and private landlords to provide training on housing laws; and
- working to stop the loss of subsidized affordable housing when private owners fail to comply with promises that they made to the government in exchange for subsidies.
WHAT YOU SUPPORT

Family Law

About 33% of legal aid’s cases are in the area of family law and almost all of those cases involve domestic violence. Legal aid takes a systemic approach to addressing domestic violence by providing direct representation, advocating for more services for domestic violence survivors, and working with institutions such as the courts, the legislature, law enforcement, and community partners.

Domestic violence is a major cause of poverty for women and children in Oregon. Women and children are thrown into poverty when they are forced to suddenly leave homes and jobs to avoid physical violence or death from an abuser who knows where they live and work. Fifty percent of people who are homeless say domestic violence is the cause of their homelessness.

A study found that the single most important factor in decreasing the incidence of domestic violence is the presence of a legal aid office in the community. Legal aid helps keep women and children healthy and safe through everyday legal advocacy. Domestic violence is one of legal aid’s top priorities.

Sophia

Sophia is a native Spanish speaker and mother of five. She and her children had been tenants for several years in a single-family home when she received a no-cause eviction notice. She called legal aid, who contacted pro bono attorney Joshua Stadtlter with Dunn Carney. He told Sophia that a new Oregon law went into effect this year that protects renters from most no-cause evictions as well as large rent increases; Sophia’s eviction notice was unlawful. Joshua communicated with her landlord, who was not aware of the new law and agreed to rescind the eviction notice. Sophia was greatly relieved. In an email to Joshua, she said: “Thank you for all of your help. This has been the worst two months of sleeplessness while having no luck finding a new house for my kids. I will never forget what you did to help my family.”

What is CEJ?

Oregon lawyers created the Campaign for Equal Justice in 1991 to help make equal justice a reality for all Oregonians. Your support helps the Campaign:

• operate an annual fund drive powered by nearly 250 volunteers;
• educate lawyers and communities about the importance of access to justice;
• work with lawyer volunteers and bar organizations to increase state and federal funding for legal aid;
• help legal aid programs increase private foundation and grant support; and
• operate an endowment fund to preserve the future of legal aid.

Since 1991, the Oregon legal community has raised more than $28 million for legal aid in our annual fund drive. The legal community will be coming together again this fall to focus on access to justice. Please join us.

If you would like to get involved, please contact CEJ at office@cej-oregon.org.

Thank you for your help!

What is Legal Aid?

Civil legal aid ensures fairness in the justice system. It provides essential services to low-income and vulnerable Oregonians who are faced with legal emergencies.

When low-income Oregonians lack the resources for needed legal help, they are effectively shut out of the justice system. To the average person, our legal system is a maze. That’s why lawyers are trained to guide their clients through the system.

Legal aid provides:

• free civil legal services to low-income and elderly Oregonians;
• brochures, court forms, and self-help materials to help people navigate our justice system;
• a website with accessible legal information available to all Oregonians; and
• resources to help stabilize families and prevent a further slide into poverty.

Pro Bono Opportunities

Volunteer lawyers help legal aid meet the needs of the poor by working with legal aid offices around the state. Legal aid’s pro bono opportunities are tailored to the needs of low income clients and the available resources in the particular community. Several law firms and corporate counsel partner with legal aid offices to sponsor pro bono clinics. To learn more about opportunities in your area, sign up at legal aid’s advocate website at: oregonadvocates.org
Barriers to Justice

Current funding only meets 15% of the need for civil legal aid in Oregon.

National standards recommend 2 legal aid lawyers for every 10,000 low-income individuals for a minimally adequate legal aid program. Oregon currently has 2 legal aid lawyers for every 14,407 low-income individuals.

The Task Force on Legal Aid Funding, which included elected officials and leaders in the legal community, concluded that we need to double the resources for Oregon’s legal aid programs in order to have minimally adequate funding to serve those who are in need.

Oregon’s Bipartisan Support for Legal Aid

Despite initial White House proposals to eliminate all funding for the Legal Services Corporation (the federal agency that funds and regulates legal aid programs), five months into the 2019 Federal Fiscal Year a budget was passed and LSC received $415 million dollars in funding. This is up from $410 million from the previous year. The 2020 Federal Fiscal Year starts October 1, 2019. Funding bills to support nationwide legal aid programs are working their way through both houses.

Oregon has broad bipartisan support for legal aid at both the federal and state levels. As a community, we will work with our elected officials to maintain our focus on advocating for a fair and accessible legal system – a system where our neighbors can know their rights and get the help they need to protect those rights.

Legal Aid Fulfills Critical Needs at Low Cost

Legal aid is a state, federal, and private partnership. The Oregon legal community has a strong commitment to supporting legal aid through the Campaign for Equal Justice. This sends a clear message to everyone: the Oregon legal community believes that funding civil access to justice is a priority.

Oregon’s three legal aid programs manage over 80 different sources of funding. Available funding in 2018 was about $16.8 million. See pages 16 and 17 for more information on how this funding fulfills critical needs. Oregon legal aid’s current funding equals just five hundredths of a percent of Oregon’s annual state budget and four ten thousandths of a percent of the annual U.S. budget. Oregon spends about half as much each year on legal aid as the $32 million Americans spend on chew toys annually for their pets.
Contributions to the CEJ support the valuable work done by legal aid. During our 2018-19 fundraising campaign, Oregon lawyers donated nearly $1.25 million to the annual fund. An additional $105,000 was donated to the CEJ endowment fund. When everyone pitches in, good things happen!

CEJ leverages your donation to stabilize federal, state, and foundation funding – and to seek new funding for legal aid.

Adding your name to the list of donors shows other legal aid funders how much Oregon’s legal community cares about access to justice. Your donation, your volunteer work, and encouraging others to donate is a critical part of keeping Oregon’s legal aid programs intact!

Brena Moyer Lopez, Oregon Department of Justice demonstrates her eagerness to donate to help legal aid.

Oregon’s legal aid programs do not conduct separate fund drives. Instead, CEJ’s annual fund drive is a collaborative, statewide effort that supports all Oregon legal aid programs. CEJ’s “Other Funding Initiatives” program seeks grant, state, and federal funding for legal aid; those dollars go directly to legal aid programs and are not reflected in CEJ’s revenue. The CEJ maintains an operating reserve. CEJ’s audited financial statements are available on our website, www.cej-oregon.org.

The Oregon State Bar, the Oregon Law Foundation, and the Rose Tucker Charitable Trust provide support for the operating expenses of the CEJ.

*This figure does not include gains to CEJ’s endowment fund, which is held by the Oregon Community Foundation (see page 29 for more information on the Endowment).
Individuals, Law Firms, Businesses & Organizations by Service Area

Alex Tsiavos, Max Forer, and Brandon Thornburg, Cousins & Vergeer Kester, at Party under the Stars.

Molly Marcum, Keating, Jones Hughes; Hon Stacie Fatka Beckerman, US District Court; and Sonia Montaltano, McKean Smith, at CEJ’s Advisory Committee Meeting.

Danny Santos and Helen Hirschbiel, Oregon State Bar, at CEJ’s Champion Donor Event.

Michelle Unger and Libby Upham, Morel Ink, and Traci Ray, Barran Liebman, at CEJ’s Annual Awards Luncheon.
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Southern Oregon

Coos Bay Service Area
Counties: Coos, Curry, and western Douglas
Square Miles: 3,294
Poverty Population: 20,171

There is currently a severe shortage of affordable housing available in Coos, Curry, and western Douglas counties. Exacerbating the problem is the high rate of poverty in the area. Less money and less housing means that area residents must spend more of their scarce dollars on housing. They also face the risk of renting substandard or even uninhabitable housing from unscrupulous landlords. Domestic violence continues to be a problem in the community as well. Standing up to a domestic abuser in the context of a restraining order hearing is stressful, especially when the survivor does not know the law and represents herself in court while facing her abuser alone. The Coos Bay Regional office has also seen a number of clients facing consumer debt issues and denial of public benefits and health services. The office provides advice and representation in all of these areas and is one of the few resources that low-income Oregonians have to rely on to protect their housing, to get and uphold restraining orders, and to protect their right to access public benefits and health services.

Grants Pass Regional Office Service Area
Counties: Josephine
Square Miles: 1,639
Poverty Population: 22,056

The Jackson County Center for Nonprofit Legal Services has been focusing its efforts on an array of housing-related issues in response to the housing crisis statewide and in the region. They partner with the Continuum of Care Board of Directors to help provide a user-friendly system that includes social service assistance to help people experiencing homelessness. Executive Director Debra Lee was appointed to serve on the Medford Housing Advisory Commission to advise the city on the use of the Medford Construction Excise Tax to build affordable housing. The office is also working with law enforcement and community partners on the Immigration Law Project, providing legal assistance for immigrants trying to gain legal status.

Jackson County
Counties: Jackson
Square Miles: 2,801
Poverty Population: 46,370

The housing crisis continues to cause many problems for low-income residents of Josephine County. The Oregon Law Center’s Grants Pass office has filed a lawsuit against the City of Grants Pass, alleging that it is unconstitutional for the city to criminalize homelessness by ticketing, fining, jailing, and otherwise punishing the homeless for sleeping and camping in public when there is no shelter or other option for them. This year, the office is proud to display the CEJ’s Equity Cup, won for having the highest percentage increase in attorneys donating to the CEJ this year.

Klamath Falls Regional Office
Counties: Klamath, Lake
Square Miles: 14,079
Poverty Population: 19,644

The trend of clients facing difficulty with finding and keeping safe, affordable housing continues in Klamath Falls. The State of Oregon recently enacted legislation that provides new statewide renter protections, including limiting rent increases and banning no-cause evictions. The Klamath Falls office has consequently been working with clients who are now experiencing new types of landlord/tenant issues, including new types of unlawful evictions and rent increases.

Roseburg
Counties: Douglas
Square Miles: 5,036
Poverty Population: 23,932

Working with local homeless advocates, the Roseburg office has been reaching out to the homeless community and providing a variety of services. This year, the office advocated for a significant change in policy related to how the City of Roseburg deals with the personal property of individuals who do not have permanent dwellings. They have also advocated for local housing providers to process vouchers and subsidies correctly, and to allow formerly homeless people the ability to obtain rental housing. Landlord/tenant work is another area the office has been involved in, preventing unlawful evictions from occurring. The office is also partnering with others in the community to create a local domestic violence task force, and a new expungement clinic has been an important addition to the services they provide. The office is also partnering with the Portland law firm Tonkon Torp on a virtual legal clinic, where Tonkon Torp attorneys will meet with clients in Roseburg via video conferencing.
Southern Oregon Luncheon

- About 100 lawyers and judges attended, and this year there were 14 table captains organized by the Steering Committee.

- Court of Appeals Judge Rex Armstrong made keynote remarks, commenting that for justice to be a right and not a privilege, all people must have meaningful access to the civil justice system, regardless of income. Jackson County Bar President Eric Mitton and Josephine County Bar President Rachele Selvig co-emceed the event, and Statewide Co-Chair Dominic Campanella encouraged all Southern Oregon attorneys to keep up their momentum as the top donors in the state.

- Local attorney (and former legal aid lawyer) Janay Haas made a $10,000 matching grant to encourage Southern Oregon lawyers to give for the first time or increase their contributions. As a result, the region’s attorneys donated almost $50,000.

- Jackson County won the Justice Cup for the sixth year in a row, with 37% of attorneys donating $37,000—the highest participation rate in the state.

- Grants Pass won the Equity Cup for the first time by increasing their participation by 16%.
Call to Action

Has your bar group signed on to the Call to Action?

- **Give** to the Campaign for Equal Justice. The best way to increase access is to create more legal aid staff attorney positions.
- **Review** your IOLTA account for abandoned client funds. The funds are paid to the Oregon State Bar for appropriation to legal aid through the Oregon State Bar’s Legal Services Program.
- **Shop**. Support legal aid when you shop at Fred Meyer by linking your rewards card to CEJ (ask at the customer service desk to set it up) and when you shop at Amazon through Amazon Smile. It costs you nothing, but supports legal aid.
- **Educate**. Talk about the importance of access to justice. Let people know—civil legal aid is there for those who need help. Host a Campaign for Equal Justice CLE for one hour of Access to Justice credit for attorneys.
- **Volunteer** through one of legal aid’s many volunteer lawyer projects and clinics, or help the Campaign for Equal Justice raise money for legal aid.
- **Endow**. Take simple steps to endow your annual gift to the Campaign’s endowment fund.
- **Speak Up**. Let state, federal and private funders know that access to justice is important.
- **Learn** how legal aid services are delivered in your community so that you can make appropriate referrals for low-income clients.
- **Move** your IOLTA accounts to a “Leadership Bank or Credit Union.” If all lawyers took this step, funding for legal aid could increase by as much as $2 million—enough to fund more than three small rural legal aid offices. Contact the OLF at www.oregonlawfoundation.org.
- **Connect**. Ask your bar group to take action to support statewide legal aid programs in Oregon. Contact the CEJ for ideas.

Equal Justice Starts Here.

We need help from all lawyers, bar groups, and the community in providing access to justice for low-income Oregonians. Please join us! For more information on how you can be involved, contact the Campaign for Equal Justice. WWW.CEJ-OREGON.ORG  503.295.8442

Top to bottom
Tami Hall, Candy Barnett, and Anit Jindal, Markowitz Herbold; and Kristin Asai, Holland & Knight, at CEJ’s Annual Awards Luncheon.
Elisa Dozono, Miller Nash Graham & Dunn, and Liani Reeves, Bullard Law, at CEJ’s Annual Awards Luncheon.
Patricia Rincorn and Nathaniel Aggrey, Oregon Department of Justice; and Ivan Resendiz Gutierrez, Miller Nash Graham & Dunn, at CEJ’s Annual Awards Luncheon.
Jacqueline Tokiko Mitchson and Christine Sargent, Bullivant Houser Bailey, at CEJ’s Connection & Action Meeting.
The CEJ thanks FWW for its sustained and consistent support. By 26%, per capita giving by 32%, and percentage of donors who gave by 53%! Contributing more than $500 per attorney. This year, they increased overall giving this year, along with many staff members. FWW is a Defender of Justice firm, on the Associates Committee since 2012. 85% of the firm's attorneys donated on their membership in support of CEJ, and volunteers organized coordinated efforts to encourage participation. This year, OTLA members across the state have donated almost $94,000! Way to go, OTLA!

Associate Award
Tim Cunningham

Tim Cunningham is an associate at Davis Wright Tremaine, where he’s practiced since 2011, focusing on complex business disputes and intellectual property litigation. Tim has been a member of CEJ’s Associates Committee since 2012, serving as co-chair since 2016. His support in rallying his colleagues at DWT and other firms has been invaluable. Tim says, “I support CEJ because legal aid lawyers are the last line of defense for some of the most vulnerable members of our community, and because I know every bit of support makes a tangible difference in their work.”

Midsize Firm Award
Farleigh Wada Witt

Farleigh Wada Witt is the recipient of our Midsize Firm Award. Firm members have been longtime supporters of the CEJ. Partner Mark Wada is a CEJ Board Member and past President. He has been on the CEJ Advisory Committee since 2000, and a member and past Chair of the Midsize Firm Committee since 1996. Melissa Chapman has represented the firm on the Associates Committee since 2012. 85% of the firm’s attorneys donated this year, along with many staff members. FWW is a Defender of Justice firm, contributing more than $500 per attorney. This year, they increased overall giving by 26%, per capita giving by 32%, and percentage of donors who gave by 53%!

Large Firm Award
Miller Nash Graham & Dunn

Lawyers from Miller Nash Graham & Dunn showed strong support of CEJ and legal aid this year and are receiving our Large Firm Award. 62% of MNGD’s lawyers donated to CEJ this year, and they are a Justice Council firm with an average $317 per capita attorney giving. The firm had a 9% increase in total giving and a 12% increase in per capita giving this year. They have been actively involved with CEJ since its creation in 1991, and in 2016 helped to launch the first ever Virtual Legal Aid Clinic in Oregon, linking Oregon-licensed attorneys from MNGD’s urban offices in Oregon and Washington State with legal aid clients in rural Oregon.

Staff Award
Tonkon Torp CEJ Donation Team

This year’s staff award recognizes the efforts of the entire Tonkon Torp CEJ Donation Team. This dedicated group works behind the scenes, helping both the donors at Tonkon and the CEJ staff in gathering and processing donations, fielding questions, and making the entire process run smoothly. Key members of the team include: Koren Benish, Executive/HR Assistant; Jeff Block, Relief Receptionist/Administrative Team Assistant; Esther Gutierrez, Receptionist; Suesan Klimowicz, Staff Accountant; Josh LaRose, Payroll Billing A/R Coordinator; Jen Sloan, Legal Assistant; Tracy Tunnell, Accounts Payable Specialist; and Jackie Wilkes, Legal Assistant. We couldn’t do it without them!
Among Us

Angelica Vega, Regional Director of the Marion-Polk Legal Aid Services of Oregon office, received the Justice Paul DeMuniz Professionalism Award from the Marion County Bar Association. The DeMuniz award recognizes a member of the Marion County Bar Association who best exemplifies the pursuit of the practice of law as a profession, demonstrating a spirit of public service and the highest possible level of competence, integrity and ethical conduct, and who serves as a role model for other attorneys. Congratulations, Angelica!

CEJ Board Member Darcy Norville, Tonkon Torp, was honored by the Portland Business Journal as one of its 2019 Women of Influence. This highly regarded award recognizes women who are business and community leaders in the greater-Portland area.

CEJ Board Member and Oregon Law Foundation Board Chair Elisa Dozono, Miller Nash Graham & Dunn, was honored with the Oregon Women Lawyers Roberts & Deiz Award. The OWLS Roberts & Deiz Award honors the legacies of both Justice Roberts (the first woman appointed to the Oregon appellate bench) and Judge Deiz (the first African American woman to practice law in Oregon and the first woman of color on the Oregon bench) as promoters of those from non-dominant cultures.

Attorney Julie Stevens retired this Spring after nearly 40 years with legal aid. Julie received her undergraduate degree from the University of Oregon and her J.D. degree from Columbia University School of Law. She began her legal career as a VISTA Staff Attorney for the Multnomah Bar Association at its Northeast Albina Office. She then worked for the legal aid office in Coos Bay for nine years. After several years in private practice, Julie returned to legal aid as a staff attorney in the Portland office, where she has worked for the past 29 years. Julie specialized in representing domestic violence victims in family law cases.

Mitzi Naucier, Regional Director of the Albany Legal Aid Services of Oregon office, will retire this summer. Mitzi received her B.A. from Moorhead State University and her J.D. degree from Willamette University College of Law. Mitzi has been the Regional Director of the Albany office since 2005. Before joining legal aid, Mitzi had a varied career as team leader of a nonprofit organization; the director of externship programs and a clinical law professor at Willamette School of Law; a pro tem judge for Keizer Municipal Court; an attorney in private practice in Salem; and an attorney with a legal aid program serving inmates in Oregon prisons. Mitzi was the president of the Oregon State Bar in 2012 and has served on numerous boards and committees for the Bar, community organizations, and government agencies.

Valentin Sanchez, Outreach Paralegal for the Hillsboro Oregon Law Center farmworker office, has been appointed to Governor Kate Brown’s Environmental Justice Task Force. This 12-member task force is comprised of members throughout the state who are well informed on the principles of environmental justice and who represent minority and low-income communities, environmental interests, and industry groups.

Legal Aid Services of Oregon received two grants to fund summer law students. The Lincoln County office received a Legal Corps grant from the Legal Services Corporation. They hired Joseph Baxter, who is focusing on the rights of homeless individuals and examining local ordinances affecting the homeless population. Joseph says: “Having grown up in a rural area and understanding many of the financial challenges that individuals in rural economies face, I jumped at the opportunity to work in a small community and join legal aid.”

Rachelle Collins, who will focus on working with domestic violence survivors of domestic violence, secured grants to increase legal services to low-income communities, environmental justice and who represent minority and government agencies. In her various positions throughout the years, Janay helped pass legislation to protect survivors of domestic violence, secured grants to increase legal services to seniors and children, and created numerous self-help materials on topics such as navigating small claims court, housing law, and family law. Janay has been involved with CEJ as a donor and volunteer since its founding in 1991 and spent a lot of time helping with early CEJ events and outreach efforts. More recently, she has focused her resources on building the CEJ’s Endowment Fund. Thanks to her generosity, the CEJ is now able to make annual disbursements to Oregon’s legal aid programs from the Endowment Fund. Since the 1990s, Janay has also volunteered with the Oregon State Bar on projects that serve low-income populations with the legal help they need and deserve, and I am so incredibly grateful to be a part of that this summer.”

Mark Wilk, Managing Attorney of Oregon Law Center’s Woodburn farmworker office, has been appointed Vice President of AWARE Food Bank’s Board of Directors. AWARE is the second largest food pantry in Marion County and, from the first quarter of 2018 to the first quarter of 2019, has doubled the number of households served, to 4,389 households and 15,313 individuals.

Congratulations to Rayven Settler, Paralegal with the Native American Program of Legal Aid Services of Oregon, for passing the Warm Springs Tribal Bar Examination.

Henry Hewitt Access to Justice Award

Janay Hass was the 2019 recipient of the Henry Hewitt Access to Justice Award. This award recognizes individuals who, through strong leadership, consistent effort, and commitment to the ideal of equal justice under the law, have made a substantial contribution to legal aid for low-income Oregonians. Janay has dedicated her career to furthering the cause of access to justice. She has worked for legal aid programs in five states; was the Senior Legal Services Developer for the state of Oregon; and has worked in the US and abroad as a professor of criminology and criminal justice.

After graduating from law school, Janay worked for legal aid in Idaho, where she advocated for survivors of domestic violence. While there, she was also appointed to the Governor’s Council on Domestic Violence. Janay then came to Oregon, where she first worked as a staff attorney for the Oregon City office of Oregon Legal Services and later helped open its Grants Pass Office, acting as its first Director. She represented clients on a broad array of poverty law issues and designed DV training for police officers, prosecutors, and pro bono attorneys.

In her various positions throughout the years, Janay helped pass legislation to protect survivors of domestic violence, secured grants to increase legal services to seniors and children, and created numerous self-help materials on topics such as navigating small claims court, housing law, and family law. Janay has been involved with CEJ as a donor and volunteer since its founding in 1991 and spent a lot of time helping with early CEJ events and outreach efforts. More recently, she has focused her resources on building the CEJ’s Endowment Fund. Thanks to her generosity, the CEJ is now able to make annual disbursements to Oregon’s legal aid programs from the Endowment Fund. Since the 1990s, Janay has also volunteered with the Oregon State Bar on projects that serve low-income people. She has been a member of the Poverty Law and Pro Bono Committees, and has served several terms on the Public Service Advisory Committee. Kay Pulju, Communications & Public Services Director for the OSB, stated that, “everything Janay has done for the OSB has been dedicated to increasing access to justice and making the legal system easier to navigate for people who cannot afford attorneys.”

Janay’s lifetime of service and advocacy are a testament to her deeply-held belief that all people deserve to be heard and their rights respected. CEJ was pleased to honor Janay Hass this year with the Henry Hewitt Access to Justice Award!
Endow Now!

Imagine What it Would Look Like if Funding for Legal Aid Was Secure

Helping to create a permanent, stable source of income for access to justice in Oregon through a planned gift honors your lifetime commitment to “justice for all.” When you Endow Now!, you make a planned gift pledge that will return the amount of your yearly annual gift to the Campaign for Equal Justice in perpetuity.

Part of the beauty of the Endow Now! Initiative is its simplicity. One of the easiest ways to participate is to name CEJ as a beneficiary or partial beneficiary of your IRA, retirement plan, or life insurance policy. In most cases all you need to do is fill out a simple form. Curious about what it would take to endow your annual gift? See the chart (right).

For more information, contact: maya@cej-oregon.org.

As the gap between rich and poor continues to grow, it becomes ever more important for us to step up and do whatever we can to ensure that underprivileged Oregonians have access to the legal services and resources they desperately need. CEJ provides critical funding to help empower, stabilize, and protect the most vulnerable members of our communities.

In memory of my mentor, the legendary litigator and WWII fighter ace Bruce Williams, and in recognition of the growing needs of the underserved, I added a testamentary sustaining gift in my trust for the Campaign’s Endowment Fund. As Teddy Roosevelt said, ‘Our country will not be a good place for any of us to live in unless we make it a good place for all of us to live in.’ Please join me in supporting CEJ in its quest for equal access to justice for all Oregonians.

–Eden Rose Brown

Endowment donor Eden Rose Brown has spent her career serving others. She was a United States Air Force Judge Advocate and Assistant U.S. Attorney from 1989 to 1993, serving in support of the Gulf War in 1991. During war operations, then Captain Brown supervised the design, drafting, and execution of over 8000 wills, trusts and supporting documents for deploying troops. President George H.W. Bush awarded Captain Brown the United States Meritorious Service Medal for her efforts during the war.

After her active duty tour, Eden moved home to Salem, where she opened her own estate planning firm. Eden concentrates her practice in the areas of wealth preservation, family legacy design, trust administration, and highly customized estate, tax, and charitable planning. She received her Bachelor of Arts degree from the University of California, Berkeley, and earned her Juris Doctor degree from Lewis & Clark Law School.

The Barrie Herbold Fund

The Barrie Herbold Fund was established with the bequest Ms. Herbold left to the Endowment Fund. We would like to thank Markowitz Herbold’s attorneys, staff, and friends for their continuing contributions to the Fund honoring her legacy.

Legacy Partners Circle/Endow Now! Initiative

The Legacy Partners Circle was created in 2004 and the Endow Now! Initiative in 2013. Both recognize those individuals who have made significant Endowment gifts or who will include the Endowment Fund in their estate plans.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Annual Gift ($)</th>
<th>Endow Now! ($ amount to endow annual contribution)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>250</td>
<td>5,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>10,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>20,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,000</td>
<td>40,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,500</td>
<td>50,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>100,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>200,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25,000</td>
<td>500,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>1,000,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* indicates gift or bequest made during this annual fund drive.
Oregon Women Lawyers did an amazing job again this year in the Campaign for Equal Justice Fund drive, with almost 35% of OWLs membership donating over $175,000! OWLs members created matching challenges with almost 35% of OWLs membership donating over $175,000! OWLs members created matching challenges with almost 35% of OWLs membership donating over $175,000! OWLs members created matching challenges with almost 35% of OWLs membership donating over $175,000! OWLs members created matching challenges with almost 35% of OWLs membership donating over $175,000!
Barriers to Justice: 2018 Oregon Civil Legal Needs Study

With the support of the Oregon Department of Justice, the 2018 Civil Legal Needs Study was commissioned in partnership with the Oregon Law Foundation, Oregon State Bar, Campaign for Equal Justice, Oregon Judicial Department, Legal Aid Services of Oregon, and Oregon Law Center to assess the current ability of low-income individuals to access the civil justice system. The findings were released earlier this year in the Barriers to Justice report.

The study findings are stark.

- 75% of survey participants live in a household that experienced a legal problem in the previous 12 months.
- 5.4 legal problems were experienced by the typical low-income household in Oregon in the last 12 months.
- 84% of people with a legal problem did not receive legal help of any kind.

What can we do?

- **Educate**
  - Talk about the importance of access to justice. Let people know that civil legal aid is there for those who need help.
- **Speak Up**
  - As a community, let’s continue our sustained focus on a fair and accessible legal system.
- **Fund Legal Aid**
  - The best way to increase access to justice is to help create more legal aid attorney positions.

See the CEJ’s Call to Action on page 26.

Find the full report and underlying data at: https://olf.osbar.org/lns/ or contact CEJ for a hard copy.